Appendix A. Flow chart of the search procedure

1,246 publications identified in 5 electronic databases

273 duplicate results

973 publications retained

82 theses, books, and conference abstracts
412 studies excluded after title scan
19 studies not written in English
291 studies excluded after abstract review

169 studies were selected for full-text review

111 studies reported no data for outcomes of interest
For 1 study, an effect size could not be extracted due to insufficient information
For 3 studies, the data could not be obtained from the authors

1 study was added through other search resources

52 studies were included, of which 23 were included in the RS-aggression meta-analysis and 36 in the RS-victimization meta-analysis
Appendix B. References of the studies included in the review

References marked with * indicate studies included in the longitudinal meta-analysis.


